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Abstract

The progressive deployment of electric vehicles (EV) and the increased penetration of alternating current
(AC) and direct current (DC) type renewable resources paves the path towards hybrid AC/DC microgrid op-
eration. Considering the potentials of EVs in the realm of the microgrids, this paper presents a three layered
coordinated control strategy considering EV availability constraints for three-phase (3P) and DC type EV
energy storage systems (EV-ESS) to improve the hybrid AC/DC microgrid operation. The first layer of the
algorithm ensures DC subgrid management, which includes DC bus voltage regulation and DC power man-
agement. The second and third layer are responsible for the AC subgrid management, which include AC bus
voltage and frequency regulation with active and reactive energy management. The multi-layered coordina-
tion is embedded into the microgrid central controller (MGCC) which controls the interlinking controller in
between AC and DC microgrid as well as the interfacing controllers of the participating EVs and distributed
renewable resources (DER). The hybrid AC/DC microgrid has been designed in MATLAB/SIMULINK®

environment resembling the under construction microgrid at Griffith University, Australia. Extensive case
studies have been performed considering real life irradiation data and commercial loads of the campus build-
ing. Impacts of homogeneous and heterogeneous single-phase EV charging are investigated to observe the
unbalanced scenario. Synchronization state while switching from islanded to grid connected mode has also
been tested considering contingency situation. From the comparative simulation results it is evident that
the proposed controller exhibits effective and robust performance for all the cases.

Keywords: Hybrid AC/DC microgrid, Vehicle-to-grid (V2G), Electric vehicles (EVs), Energy storage,
Photovoltaics (PV), Interlinking converter

1. Introduction1

The accelerated depletion rate of the fossil fuels and the raising environmental concerns associated with2

the fossil-fired power generation are driving the global electricity generation systems towards distributed3

generators (DGs). Microgrids have the capability of clustering DGs such as renewable/sustainable resources4

and energy storage systems (ESS) through intelligent and coordinated control. As a result, the microgrid5

concept has been widely adopted which can provide several ancillary services such as grid voltage and6

frequency regulation, active and reactive power control, uninterruptable power supply (UPS) and fault ride7

through service during any grid fault. It can also contribute to enhance power quality and system reliability8

in an economic manner [1]. Based on the outputs of the participating DGs and loads, microgrids can be9
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classified into AC, DC and hybrid AC/DC types. Each type of microgrid has its own characteristics, benefits10

and challenges associated with it. Currently, AC microgrid is predominant because of the AC nature of the11

existing grid. DC microgrid concept has recently been emerged in the distribution arena due to increased12

penetration of DC types DGs such as photovoltaic (PV), electric vehicles (EV) and so on. On the hand,13

hybrid AC/DC microgrid has been proposed in some recent literatures [2]–[4] to combine the advantages of14

both AC and DC nature of the electric system. A hybrid AC/DC microgrid has several potential advantages15

over conventional AC and DC type microgrids, for instance the feasible integration of both AC and DC type16

DGs and loads with minimal AC/DC conversion, reduced requirement of synchronization due to the direct17

coupling of sources and loads to alike type common buses, simple voltage transformation using transformer18

for the AC side and DC/DC converters for DC sides, increased efficiency and reliability with improved19

economical operation due to less conversion loss [5]. Conceptual European super grid or so called mega-grid20

is the high level version of the hybrid AC/DC microgrid which includes high voltage AC and DC transmission21

links to connect offshore wind turbines and desert based solar farms to serve the load consumption of the22

entire continent. Furthermore, commercial buildings consume approximately 32% of the worldwide energy23

usage. They hold accountable for about 30% of the total end-use energy-related CO2 emissions. As a result,24

commercial building can be operated with hybrid DGs such as PV and electric vehicle-energy storage systems25

(EV-ESS) by forming commercial hybrid AC/DC microgrids which can provide pivotal role in constructing26

green energy metropolitans [6]–[8].27

However, hybrid AC/DC microgrid requires complex protection and control structures to ensure re-28

liable operation, especially when the participating DGs are intermittent in behaviour like PV and wind29

turbines. Even though the advantages of predominant renewable sources like PV and wind turbines are30

widely acknowledged, their fluctuating outputs raises the problem of maintaining balance between electric-31

ity generation and demand. This issue can severely affect the system operation when the system operates32

in islanded mode. Tackling this issue with regulated AC and DC bus voltage and frequency requires the33

utilization of energy storages, such as battery energy storages (BESS) and EV-ESS.34

The progressive deployment of electric vehicles in recent years has driven the Distribution System Opera-35

tors (DSOs) to consider the implications and the advantages of using EV-ESS to low voltage (LV) networks.36

With proper utilization of EV-ESS, vehicle-to-grid (V2G) concept can improve the performance of the utility37

grids or microgrid in the area of efficiency, stability and reliability by offering ancillary services such as re-38

active power management, active power control, tracking the intermittent renewable energy resources, load39

balancing and shifting via valley filling support, peak load shaving and filtering current harmonics in the40

output. Although electric vehicle owners may obtain some benefit by individually providing ancillary ser-41

vices to the DSOs, V2G operation makes sense only when there is reasonably large number of EVs can take42

part into the operation. Aggregators or aggregation agents are intermediary authorities or computational43

entities that unify and coordinate distributed EV-ESS to provide medium to large-scale ancillary services44

[9]–[11]. However, due to various types of charging configurations such as DC and three-phase AC fast45

charging and single-phase AC slow charging make the aggregation of EVs a challenging task. Furthermore,46

increased penetration of single-phase or residential EV chargers introduce unbalanced phase voltage and47

current which may go beyond acceptable tolerance limit of the microgrid system.48

Intensive ongoing research has been being performed in order to tackle the aforementioned issues. In [2]49

coordinated control of an islanded hybrid AC/DC microgrid with BESS, PV and wind turbine is presented.50

In [3] an autonomous control of the interlinking controller is presented by using normalized droop control.51

Both papers have emphasised on active power management even though during islanded condition reactive52

power management is equally necessary. Furthermore, the unbalanced condition has not been explored.53

Power management and control of a islanded and grid-connected hybrid AC/DC microgrid is presented in54

[12]. Robust power management with DC bus voltage regulation by exploiting ESS is explored in [13].55

However, the grid synchronization has not been considered and more focus is given on the active power56

management. The feasibility of reactive power support through V2G operation is explored for single-phase57

and three-phase off-board chargers in [14], [15] respectively and the concept of Smartpark is introduced in58

[16], which has the capability of four quadrant V2G operation. However, a microgrid environment requires59

both active and reactive power sharing among multiple DGs. These requirements cannot be achieved by the60

aforementioned control strategies. A coordinated control is presented in [17] for frequency regulation only by61
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Table 1: Salient features of the proposed approach in comparison with the contemporary literatures

Considered issues
[2],
[3]

[12],
[13]

[16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21]
This

paper

Concurrent AC/DC voltage regulation X X X
Frequency regulation X X X X X X X
Single-phase EV charging X X X X
Four quadrant V2G operaiton X X X X
Grid synchronization X X X

incorporating large scale EVs through monitoring and controlling of the area control signal (ACS). The role62

of EVs in microgrid service restoration by black starting is explored in [18]. This paper has also explored the63

active power sharing capability using conventional droop control. However, the conventional droop control64

mechanism is not able to provide enough damping to stabilize the voltage and frequency. Stability analysis65

has been performed in [19] for asymmetrical virtual inertia caused by the single-phase EV charges in a droop66

based weak grid or microgrid. The paper has also shown that the conventional droop control is unable to67

provide accurate frequency regulation. Tackling the unbalanced distribution grid using coupled PV inverter68

and EV chargers is presented in [20]. The primary focus is given to explore the potential of EVs of balancing69

phase voltages which in turns reduce the unbalanced condition.70

Motivated by the ongoing research and the aforementioned scopes of improvements, this paper presents71

a unified approach which include the design of an interlinking/interfacing controller with four quadrant op-72

erational capability and a three layered coordinated control strategy for three-phase and DC type EV-ESS73

taking EV availability constraints into account to improve the performance of an islanded commercial hybrid74

AC/DC microgrid. The first layer of the algorithm manages the DC subgrid. The main responsibility of75

this layer is to ensure DC bus voltage regulation and the power management within the DC subgrid. The76

second and third layers are accountable for the management of the AC subgrid. Both layers simultaneously77

operate to ensure AC bus voltage and frequency regulation within the AC subgrid. The designed coordina-78

tion algorithm is embedded into the microgrid central controller (MGCC) as a single entity. The MGCC is79

responsible to generate necessary power management commands for the local controllers (LC). LCs such as80

interlinking/interfacing controllers receive these commands and perform required actions on smart inverters.81

The hybrid AC/DC microgrid and the controllers are designed and tested in MATLAB/SIMULINK® envi-82

ronment. The hybrid AC/DC microgrid is designed considering the under construction microgrid structure83

at Griffith University, Australia. In order to validate the robust performance of the coordinated control var-84

ious case studies have been performed. These case studies include the performance and the impact analysis85

of the designed controllers under heterogeneous and homogeneous charging of single-phase EVs with variable86

commercial loads and solar irradiation. Furthermore, considering the contingency condition, the controller87

has been tested from islanded to grid connected mode as well. Table 1 shows the comparison of the proposed88

approach with the contemporary literatures regarding microgrids and V2G. The main contributions of this89

paper can be summarized as follows,90

� Concurrent variable PV output due to intermittent irradiation and variable real commercial load profile91

has been considered.92

� A four-quadrant alike structured interlinking and interfacing LCs has been designed. The designed93

LCs can regulate both active and reactive power by exploiting the four-quadrant operational capability94

of the V2G operation.95

� A multi-layered coordination algorithm has been proposed for the MGCC in order to coordinate three-96

phase (3P) and DC type EV-ESS considering their availability constraints. The layered coordination97

ensures optimum energy management by prioritizing autonomous DC and AC microgrid operation98

without unnecessary power flow caused by the hybrid operation99
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Figure 1: Hybrid AC/DC microgrid structure in Griffith University, Australia.

� Simultaneous AC and DC bus voltage and system frequency regulation has been ensured in order to100

obtain improved hybrid AC/DC operation. Unlike the previous literatures [2], [3], [13] unbalanced101

condition has also been considered caused by single-phase EV chargers.102

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a brief introduction of the under construction103

hybrid AC/DC microgrid in Griffith University, Australia. Later, dynamic model of the PV, EV-ESS,104

the developed interlinking/interfacing controller and DC/DC converter controller are presented sequentially105

under the umbrella of Section 2. Coordinated control structure with its objectives and step-by-step algorithm106

is presented in Section 3. The proposed control scheme is verified by simulation. The case studies of the107

simulation results are presented and elaborately discussed in Section 4. Section 5 draws the conclusion for108

the paper. Appendix A presents the simulation parameters for the designed hybrid AC/DC microgrid and109

its controllers. Appendix B shows illustrations with description tables for the testing facility equipments.110

2. Hybrid AC/DC microgrid111

The test hybrid AC/DC microgrid system has been designed based on the under developed microgrid112

at the Griffith University, Australia. The microgrid includes three buildings, namely N44, N05 and N74 as113

shown in Fig. 1 [22]. Each building operates as an individual smart hybrid AC/DC microgrid with separate114

AC and DC buses. Each AC and DC bus of these buildings accommodate separate AC and DC sources and115

loads. Every pair of AC and DC buses are interfaced with the bidirectional interlinking distribution static116

synchronous compensators (D-STATCOM) or smart voltage source inverters (VSI) [23].117

N44 building contains PV panels of 16 KWp with 60 kWh Lithium-ion polymer (Li-ion) BESS [24]. The118

BESS are connected to the corresponding DC bus through an intelligent DC/DC converter. The benefits of119

having BESS attached to the PV system are twofold. Primarily, the BESS will tightly regulate the output120

voltage of the PV system and secondarily, it will buffer the intermittent PV output power [22]. The combined121
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DG unit (PV and BESS) is presently used for the peak demand management purpose. The capacity of these122

DGs will be increased in the future based on the total load demand to utilize them in microgrid operation123

within one or multiple buildings.124

N05 building is allocated for smart EV/plug-in hybrid electric vehicle (PHEV) charging station, which125

will facilitate V2G operation. EV-ESSs will be charged using bidirectional DC fast chargers when they are126

connected to the DC bus. AC charging is planned to be installed at the AC bus of the N05 building. The127

bidirectional AC charging will include on-board three-phase fast charging and single-phase slow charging.128

N74 building contains sensitive loads attached to both buses. This building requires an uninterruptible129

power supply (UPS) operation due to the presence of critical loads like laboratory equipment and testing130

samples. The building is presently served by backup diesel generator and battery energy storages during131

outage. The diesel generators are inherently slower compared to the micro-turbines due to the high inertia.132

As a result, the backup diesel generators will be replaced in the future with micro-turbines for their fast133

starting capability.134

In order to monitor and analyse data sensor-based smart power meter (Power Meter PM5350A) has135

been installed in each of the buildings. Sensor-based data have been collected using OSI PI software using136

a centralized communication structure in order to monitor and control the microgrid operation. Modbus137

TCP/IP (Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol) has been used as the communication protocol for138

supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) systems. Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) TCP/IP139

communication protocol has been used as the backup protocol when the Modbus TCP/IP is not available140

[25]. Microgrid central controller (MGCC) is responsible for generating command signals for the LCs. These141

command signals are transmitted through Modbus TCP/IP communication protocol to the remote terminal142

units (RTU) such as LCs of D-STATCOMs, DC/DC converters etc.143

In this paper the primary concern is directed towards the microgrid operation of N44 and N05. As a144

result, the simulation model has been designed comprising only N44 and N05 microgrid system. The model145

of N74 is not included as shown in the shaded portion in Fig. 1. Both islanded and grid connected operation146

of the buildings have been taken into consideration. The capacity of the DG units has been adjusted147

comparing with the real load profile of the buildings. For the simulation purpose 250 kW PV with 60 kWh148

high capacity energy storage systems are used. PV module comprises of PV panels and maximum power149

point tracking (MPPT) system integrated boost converter. Perturb and observe (P and O) algorithm has150

been chosen for the MPPT system. BESS are attached nearby through separate DC/DC converter which is151

controlled by charge/discharge algorithm. Intelligent DC fast charging has been designed in N05 building152

with EV-ESS and DC/DC converter and connected to the DC bus. Single-phase AC and three-phase AC153

charging has been modelled with EV-ESS and associated bidirectional single-phase and three-phase inverters154

respectively. Both DC buses of N44 and N05 buildings are interlinked with corresponding AC buses through155

interlinking VSIs and LCL filters. A concise modelling of the DG units and the control strategies used in the156

design are presented in consequent subsections. Necessary parameters related to the model and controller157

are provided in Appendix A.158

2.1. PV module modelling159

Using the physical property of the p−n semiconductor, the model of PV module can be obtained based160

on the PV array current-voltage relationship presented in (1)161

ipvi = NpiILi −NpiIsi

[
exp

{
αpi

(
Vpvi
Nsi

+
Rsiipvi
Npi

)}
− 1

]
− Npi

Rshi

(
Vpvi
Nsi

+
Rsiipvi
Npi

)
(1)

Where, ILi = current corresponding to light162

Isi = reverse saturation current chosen as 9× 10−11A163

Nsi = the number of cells in series164

Npi = the number of modules in parallel165

Rsi and Rshi = series and shunt resistances of the array166

ipvi = the current flowing through the array167
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Vpvi = the output voltage of the array168

The constant αpi = qi
AikiTri

169

Where, ki = 1.3807× 10−23JK−1 is the Boltzmann constant170

qi = 1.6022× 10−19C is the charge of an electron171

Ai = the p− n junction ideality factor with a value between 1 and 5,172

and Tri = the cell reference temperature173

To extract the maximum power from the PV module different MPPT systems, for instance perturb and174

observe (P & O), incremental conductance (IC), hill climbing etc. are usually used. For this paper perturb175

and observe method has been chosen due to ease in implementation and reasonably satisfactory performance176

[26]–[28].177

2.2. EV Energy storage modelling178

Li-ion based battery energy storage has been used to design both battery banks and EV-ESS battery179

packs in the hybrid AC/DC microgrid. Generic third order Thevenin equivalent circuit model presented in180

[29] has been used to model the battery. The only difference in designing the battery banks and the EV-181

ESS battery pack is that the EV-ESS battery pack possess the higher kWh capacity than ordinary battery182

banks. Both types of energy storage systems are interfaced with DC/DC converter. The DC/DC converter183

executes the charge and discharge command generated by LC or MGCC. Both battery banks and DC type184

EV-ESS are directly connected to the DC bus through individual DC/DC converters. For three-phase or185

single-phase AC charging the EV-ESS battery packs coupled with associated DC/DC converters are later186

connected to the three-phase or single-phase inverters respectively. The dynamic charging and discharging187

of Li-Ion battery model is designed based on (2) and (3) respectively [30], [31].188

For i∗ > 0 the battery will act as in discharge mode which can be represented as189

f1(it, i∗, i) = E0 −K
Q

Q− it
i∗ −K Q

Q− it
it+Ae−B×it (2)

For i∗ < 0 the battery will act as in charge mode which can be represented as190

f1(it, i∗, i) = E0 −K
Q

it+ 0.1Q
i∗ −K Q

Q− it
it+A.e−B×it (3)

Where, E0 = Constant voltage (V )191

K = Polarization constant (Ah)−1 or Polarization resistance (Ω)192

i∗ = Low frequency current dynamics (A)193

i = Battery current (A)194

it = Extracted capacity (Ah)195

Q = Maximum battery capacity (Ah)196

A = Exponential voltage (V )197

B = Exponential capacity (Ah)−1
198

199

2.3. Interlinking/interfacing converter control200

From the controlling point of view, the most important part of a hybrid AC/DC microgrid is the inter-201

linking converter controller which links the DC bus with the AC bus. The interlinking converter controller202

consists of three inner loop controllers for both islanded and grid connected operation of the microgrid. These203

inner control loops are power controller, voltage controller and current controller. The dynamic modelling204

for each of the control loops are derived and presented in the succeeding subsections.205
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Figure 2: Modified local control structure for each interlinking/interfacing converters of the hybrid AC/DC microgrid

2.3.1. Power Controller206

The power controller is shown in Fig. 2. Instantaneous voltage (vabco ) and current (iabco ) after the LC207

filter and the inverter output current (iabcl ) are measured and transformed into their corresponding d − q208

components (denoted by separate subscripts in d and q). The real and reactive power can be calculated209

from the measured line voltage and current components by using (4) [32].210 
p =

3

2
(vodiod + voqioq)

q =
3

2
(voqiod − vodioq)

(4)

Fundamental components of the calculated real and reactive power are extracted using a low pass filter211

(LPF) with cutoff frequency ωc. The outputs of the LPF are the inputs for the droop control as shown in212

(5)213 
P =

ωc

s+ ωc
p

Q =
ωc

s+ ωc
q

(5)

Voltage and frequency regulation during islanded microgrid operation requires specific control actions. These214

requirements can be achieved through an embedded droop control mechanism within VSI LCs. The main215

concept of the droop mechanism is to mimic the characteristics of synchronous generators which include216

reduced angular velocity with increased load demand. Generally the X/R ratio of a microgrid is very high217

due to the high value of the inductors present in LC filters. As a result of this inductive nature of a microgrid,218

well known P/ω and Q/V droop control can be applied to regulate the frequency and the voltage. The219

conventional droop control scheme is shown in (6) [33].220
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{
ω = ω∗ −DP (P − P ∗)

V = V ∗ −DQ(Q−Q∗)
(6)

Where, DP and DQ are the droop coefficients for P/ω and Q/V droop controller respectively. ”∗” repre-221

sents the reference signals of the corresponding variables. The d−q reference frame is rotating synchronously222

with the frequency of the line voltage measured by the phase-locked-loop (PLL). As a result, v∗oq is taken 0.223

The conventional droop mechanism possesses inherent trade-off between active and reactive power sharing224

accuracy and frequency and amplitude regulation. Considering this issue a modified proportional-derivative225

(PD) compensated droop control has been utilized according to [34]. The PD compensated droop control en-226

sures proper damping and desirable power sharing accuracy with adequate frequency and voltage regulation.227

The droop coefficients can be calculated using the following equations,228 
DP =

2π(fmax − fmin)

Pmax

DQ =
Vmax − Vmin

Qmax

(7)

Considering that the three-phase inverter interfaced EV chargers are V2G capable and can absorb or supply229

both real and reactive power. Then the above droop coefficients for the three-phase inverter interfaced230

EV-ESS would be [35],231 
DP =

2π(fmax − fmin)

2Pmax

DQ =
Vmax − Vmin

2Qmax

(8)

According to the Australian Energy Market Operator (AEMO) specification, the acceptable frequency range232

for islanded microgrid operation in Australia is in between 49.5Hz and 50.5Hz [36], [37] and the voltage233

magnitude limit lies within -6% to +10% [38]. So the fmax, fmin, Vmax and Vmin have been taken as234

specified standard. By observing the load profile maximum KVA ratings for both interlinking converters235

have been chosen.236

2.3.2. Voltage controller237

The differential algebraic equations (DAE) for the voltage controller have been derived as shown in (9)238

and (10) [35], [39]–[41]239 {
˙φod = v∗od − vod
˙φoq = v∗oq − voq

(9)

240 {
˙i∗ld = Fiod − ωCfvoq +Kp(V )

˙φod +Ki(V )φod

˙i∗lq = Fioq − ωCfvod +Kp(V )
˙φoq +Ki(V )φoq

(10)

Where ˙φod and ˙φoq are state variables corresponding to the proportional-integral (PI) controller of the voltage241

controller. ”∗” represents reference signal of corresponding d and q components of voltage and current. ω is242

the angular frequency generated by the droop control. Kp(V ) and Ki(V ) are respectively proportional and243

integral gain. F is the feed-forward gain also known as the virtual impedance. F can be calculated from244

the line and filter resistances.245

2.3.3. Current controller246

The DAEs for the voltage controller are presented in (11) and (12) [35], [39]–[41]247 {
˙λld = i∗ld − ild
˙λlq = i∗lq − ilq

(11)
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Figure 3: DC/DC converter controller

248 {
˙v∗id = vod − ωLf ilq +Kp(I)

˙λld +Ki(I)λld

˙v∗lq = voq + ωLf ild +Kp(I)
˙λlq +Ki(I)λlq

(12)

Where ˙λld and ˙λlq are state variables corresponding to the proportional-integral (PI) controller of the current249

controller. ”∗” represents reference signal of corresponding d and q components of voltage and current.250

Kp(I) and Ki(I) are respectively proportional and integral gain. The conventional current controller has251

been modified by feed-forwarding the line voltage components to get improved performance.252

2.4. DC/DC converter control253

The DC/DC converter is the interfacing converter for battery banks and EV-ESS battery packs as254

illustrated in Fig. 3. The DC/DC converter includes a voltage control loop cascaded with a current control255

loop. The voltage control loop keeps the DC link voltage of the energy storage between VSI or DC bus at256

V ref
DC and generate reference current signals for the battery. DAEs for the voltage and current control loop257

of the DC/DC converter controller are shown in (13) [42]258 
irefDC =

(
V ref
DC − VDC

)(
KDC

p(V ) +
KDC

i(V )

s

)

DBatt =

(
irefDC − iBatt

)(
KDC

p(I) +
KDC

i(I)

s

)
VDC

(13)

Where KDC
p(V ) and KDC

i(V ) are the proportional and integral gains for the voltage control loop respectively and259

KDC
p(I) and KDC

i(I) are the proportional and integral gains for the current control loop respectively. DBatt is260

the generated duty ratio for the pulse width modulation (PWM) of the DC/DC converter.261

3. Coordinated control strategy262

3.1. Coordinated control objectives263

The coordinated control of the three-phase and the DC type EV-ESS is designed considering following264

objectives:265

� Bus voltage regulation: Hybrid AC/DC microgrids are composed of single or multiple AC and DC266

buses. It is essential to maintain both AC and DC bus voltage levels within an acceptable range to267

maintain stable hybrid AC/DC microgrid operation. Usually, during islanded condition the amplitude268

and frequency of the AC bus voltage are regulated by the bidirectional interlinking converter and the269
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DC bus voltage is controlled by the DC/DC converter connected to energy storage devices. According270

to [43] the input DC bus voltage and the output AC bus RMS voltage of the interconnecting VSI271

maintains a linear relationship as shown in (14)272

VDC = 2×
(

Λ

m

)
×

(√
2√
3

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸×VL−L (14)

Where, VDC= DC bus voltage;273

VL−L= Peak-to-peak magnitude of the phase-to-phase voltage;274

Λ= voltage compensating factor for the VSI interconnection loss;275

m= modulation index;276

Considering the loss less interconnection of the VSI (i.e.Λ = 1) and the maximum value of the modu-277

lation index (i.e.m = 1) then the (14) can be rewritten as follows278

VDC ≈ 2×

(√
2√
3

)
× VL−L︸ ︷︷ ︸

V RMS
L−N

(15)

It can be observed from (15) that the DC bus voltage needs to be double in magnitude of the phase-279

to-neutral RMS voltage (i.e.V RMS
L−N ). As mentioned previously that based on AEMO standard the AC280

bus RMS voltage should be in between -6% to +10%. Due to the linear relation between DC bus281

voltage and AC bus RMS voltage, the acceptable deviation for DC bus voltage should be within -3%282

to +5%. This defined relation has been utilized for the medium voltage (MV) DC microgrid in [44],283

however, this relationship must be applied to the low voltage (LV) distribution networks as well.284

� Frequency regulation: During grid connected operation the frequency of the AC subgrid is regulated by285

the utility grid itself. However, islanded operation requires The frequency of the output voltage of each286

VSI or interlinking converter to be adjusted through the embedded droop control of the associated287

VSIs.288

� Power sharing: During grid-tied mode, DG sources generate pre-specified active/reactive power and289

the main utility grid act as slack bus. Throughout this operation, the main objective of the utility grid290

is to provide or absorb power to balance the frequency by managing loads. The challenging condition291

arises when microgrids operate in islanded operation. During islanded operation microgrids are solely292

responsible for managing the total load demand by proportional sharing of real and reactive power.293

� Reduction of phase unbalance: The introduction of single-phase or residential charger for the EVs will294

generate unbalanced phase voltage and current. With increased penetration of EVs this unbalanced295

condition might go beyond acceptable range, which require optimal coordination among EV-ESS aggre-296

gators of various configurations. This paper considers the generation of separate sinusoidal modulation297

indexes for each phases to partially tackle this issue. However, proper load planning from the DSOs298

is required to distribute the single-phase loads among phases in the case of the higher unbalanced299

condition.300

3.2. Coordinated control algorithm301

During normal operation of the microgrid it is expected that the overall demand of active and reactive302

power is balanced with the respective generation. Any mismatch in total generation and load demand303

requires regulation services. Usually DC bus voltage magnitude and the frequency of the AC bus voltage is304

closely related to the balance of active power generation and load demand. If the active power generation is305

higher than the load demand, then the excess active power will increase the value of the frequency and the306

DC bus voltage. As a result a regulation down service is required for both DC bus voltage and frequency307
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of the system. Regulation down service involves routing the energy to the grid or charge the energy storage308

system which are not taking part in the microgrid operation. Regulation-up service are required when there309

is a shortage of generating active power than load. Then additional active power demand will decrease the310

DC bus voltage and at the same time the frequency of the system. Regulation-up service involves importing311

additional power from the grid (grid connected mode) or from the participating ESS (in islanded condition)312

which results in the discharging mode of the ESS.313

On the contrary, for a converter dominated microgrid with relatively high value of the inductors in the314

LC or LCL filters, the magnitude of the AC bus RMS voltage is regulated by matching the reactive power315

generation and demand. Similar to the DC bus voltage and frequency regulation, if the reactive power316

generation is higher than the total reactive load, it will increase the magnitude of the AC bus RMS voltage,317

as a result regulation-down service is required. On the other hand, if the reactive power generation is less318

than the total reactive load, then the magnitude of the AC bus RMS voltage will decrease which requires319

regulation-up service. Regulation-up or down of the AC bus voltage magnitude can be obtained by absorbing320

or supplying the reactive power from or to the grid or from/to the four quadrant STATCOM attached to321

DGs or distributed energy storages like EV-ESS.322

Synchronous generators/alternators run by natural gas and coal units can provide regulation-up or323

regulation-down for all essential parameters, by reducing their production or by supplying additional power324

to the grid, respectively, to match the load. Due to their slower dynamics and environmental impacts the fast325

responding converter based DGs and ESS are preferred in this paper. Due to comparative higher expenses326

of ESS they require smart coordination to be utilized. As a result, this paper proposes a smart coordination327

algorithm that can effectively provide satisfactory performance for the hybrid AC/DC microgrid for both328

grid connected and islanded operation even in the presence of single-phase EV-ESS charging station.329

The proposed coordination algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 4. The smart coordination algorithm has330

considered the operation of the discharging mode of the DC fast charging station and the four quadrant331

operation of the three-phase charging station in the presence of single-phase AC charging for the electric332

vehicles. The coordination algorithm has three layers. It should be noted that all three layers can operate333

concurrently and autonomously without any overlapping factors in order to improve hybrid AC/DC micro-334

grid operation. The advantages of simultaneously operating multi-layered coordination are, for instances, it335

will avoid excessive power transport due to hybrid operation, which results in lower power electronic based336

loss and it will also ensure the highest possible autonomy to the individual AC and DC microgrid. The337

notations presented in the Fig. 4 have following meanings,338

- PMG
DC → PMG

AC : Active power is flowing through the interlinking converter from the DC microgrid to the339

AC microgrid340

- PMG
DC ← PMG

AC : Active power is flowing through the interlinking converter from the AC microgrid to the341

DC microgrid342

- QMG
DC → QMG

AC : Reactive power is flowing through the interlinking converter from the DC microgrid to the343

AC microgrid344

- QMG
DC ← QMG

AC : Reactive power is flowing through the interlinking converter from the AC microgrid to the345

DC microgrid346

∆VDC and ∆VAC denote the deviation of the DC and AC bus voltages from their corresponding nominal347

values.348

Layer 01: The first layer is responsible for the DC subgrid management and the DC bus voltage349

regulation. This layer prioritized the DC side load management by coordinating the DC EV-ESS. Initially350

this control layer will check whether the DC bus voltage requires regulation-up or regulation-down service351

by instantaneously checking the DC bus voltage magnitude and comparing that value with the allowable352

range. If the DC bus voltage is within acceptable range, then it will check whether AC subgrid requires353

additional active power. If the required power by the AC subgrid is within the acceptable KVA rating of the354

interlinking converter then it will export power to the AC subgrid. On the other hand, if the DC bus voltage355

requires regulation down service, then it will charge the DC EV-ESS battery based on the requirement or356

no control action will be taken as shown in the illustration. For the regulation-up service this control357

initiates the EV-ESS discharging operation. The layer will prioritize the initiation of DC EV-ESS over 3P358

EV-ESS based on the availability. Later, if necessary it can import/export additional power to/from the AC359
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Figure 4: Proposed three layered coordination algorithm
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subgrid through the interlinking converter by initiating 3P EV-ESS operation based on their availability.360

For contingency purpose if even with the simultaneous DC and 3P EV-ESS operation the DC bus voltage361

cannot be regulated within the limit, DC load curtailment for the islanded condition or switching back to362

the grid has been suggested.363

Layer 02: The second and third layer are dedicated to AC subgrid management. The second layer is364

closely resembled to the first layer as both parameters i.e. DC bus voltage and the frequency are closely365

related to the active power regulation. The exemption between Layer 01 and Layer 02 is the prioritized366

choice of operating 3P EV-ESS over DC EV-ESS due to their close proximity and configuration in the AC367

subgrid.368

Layer 03: The third layer manages the reactive power of the AC subgrid to regulate the AC bus369

RMS voltage. This layer changes the reactive power references of the control system of the interlinking370

converters or the 3P EV-ESS interfacing converter. This layer will initially look for reactive power support371

(either source or sink of reactive power) from the 3P EV-ESS. However, if no reactive power support can372

be obtained from the 3P EV-ESS then it will send the required reactive power signal to the interlinking373

converter droop controller to supply or absorb additional reactive power.374

It is not expected that EVs are allowed to be available all the time compared to any other static ESS375

such as BESS. Moreover, economical aspects of the application of large scale EV-ESS in distribution level376

is still a major research topic. Apart from these issues, optimum utilization of V2G operation requires a377

rigorous market framework. As the primary focus of this paper is inclined to the design of the coordination378

and control strategy of various types of EV-ESS, the details about the possible market framework for V2G379

operation are not discussed here. However, EV availability constraints which are relevant to the design380

process of the proposed controller are presented in the next section.381

3.2.1. EV availability constraints:382

� EV-ESS capacity constraints: Overcharging or discharging has adverse effect on EV battery lifetime.383

As a result, charging/discharging of both DC or 3P EV-ESS need to satisfy energy constraints men-384

tioned below:385

(SOCmax
i − SOC0

i )QRated
i ≤ ∆Q∆Ti

i ≤ (SOC0
i − SOCmin

i )QRated
i (16)

Where,386 {
∆Q∆Ti

i = ∆TiPi

∆Ti = Ti(final) − Ti(initial)
(17)

In the above equations,387

SOCmax
i and SOCmin

i are the maximum and minimum allowable SOC for the ith EV;388

SOC0
i is the initial SOC of the ith EV before participation;389

QRated
i is the rated battery capacity in ampere-hour (Ah) of the ith EV;390

∆Ti is the charging/discharging duration of the ith EV;391

∆Q∆Ti
i is the change in battery capacity within ∆Ti duration of the ith EV392

� EV user requirements: In order to ensure flexible user experiences, the EV user should be able to393

pre-set the available time and minimum required SOC value for their EVs:394

Tiε
{
Ti(initial), Ti(final)

}
SOCfinal

i ≥ SOCpre−set
i

(18)

Where,395

Ti is the available or controllable time of ith EV, during the period that EV can be involved in V2G396

service;397

Ti(initial) and Ti(initial) are the allowable start and stop time (charging or discharging) of ith EV398
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respectively. The start and stop time of charging and discharging are dependent on several factors399

such as time of use pricing, driving patterns of EV owners etc.400

SOCfinal
i and SOCpre−set

i are the battery SOC value after its participation for V2G service the401

minimum SOC required value of ith EV pre-set by the user respectively.402

� Active and reactive power constraint: When EV-ESSs respond to the control signals, their V2G ca-403

pability of supplying or absorbing active and reactive power through their corresponding interfacing404

converters must be within the allowable range:405 {
−Pmax

i ≤ P ∗
i ≤ Pmax

i

−Qmax
i ≤ Q∗

i ≤ Qmax
i

(19)

Where, Pmax
i and Qmax

i are the maximum allowable active and reactive power respectively for ith406

EV. P ∗
i and Q∗

i are the active and reactive power reference for the power controller illustrated in Fig.407

2. The negative (−) sign represents the absorption of active or reactive power by the EV-ESS.408

4. Case Studies409

In this section, simulations have been carried out to demonstrate the performance of the coordinated410

control strategy for three-phase (3P) and DC EV-ESS in a hybrid AC/DC microgrid with developed inter-411

linking/interfacing controller. The hybrid AC/DC microgrid is composed of 250 kW PV and 60 kWh BESS412

at the DC side and 48 kWh BESS at the AC side. EV-ESS for both DC and three-phase AC configura-413

tions are 48 kWh, whereas for single-phase configuration they are 19.2 kWh. All the necessary parameters414

have been provided in the Appendix A. The hybrid AC/DC microgrid and the control structure have415

been designed in MATLAB/SIMULINK® environment using SimPowerSystems�toolbox. The simulations416

are run on Intel(R) Core(TM)i5-4570 CPU 3.20 GHz with 8.00 GB RAM. Four case studies have been417

carried out in this paper. In case A, the performance of the interlinking/interfacing converter controller418

has been demonstrated for islanded hybrid AC/DC microgrid operation considering simultaneous variable419

irradiation of the PV system and the commercial load profile for one day (24 hours) of N44 building without420

any participation of EVs. In Case B, single-phase EV charging has been introduced considering that all421

the single-phase EV chargers are allocated homogeneously among the three phases. Case C considers the422

heterogeneous allocation of single-phase EV chargers. In the last case study, which is case D, demonstrates423

the capability of the designed controller to synchronize with the grid when the grid is available.424

4.1. Case A: Variable irradiation and loading effects425

In this case study, the performance of hybrid AC/DC microgrid operation has been observed without any426

EV participation. The main purpose of this case study is to demonstrate the performance of the interlinking427

converter during the islanded operation of the microgrid. The solar irradiation data, PV output power and428

the load real and reactive power for the N44 building is collected using OSI PI data acquisition software. This429

software collects data from the building smart power meters. The solar irradiation, PV output power and430

the building load profile are shown in Fig. 4.1. The main control parameters for the interlinking/interfacing431

converter controller are vd and vq. The references for vd and vq are generated by the combined action of432

the power controller/droop controller and the coordinated control algorithm. Later, references for id and iq433

are generated to control the interlinking/interfacing converter. In Fig. 6 the interlinking converter control434

signals have been presented for normal operating condition.435

4.2. Case B: Homogeneous single-phase EV allocation436

In this case study, single-phase EV charging has been introduced. Initially homogeneous allocation437

of single-phase EV chargers have been considered. Homogeneous allocation of single-phase EV charging438

station means each phase (i.e. a, b and c) of the three-phase system is equally loaded with EV chargers.439

Usually for residential single-phase charging the overnight charging is suggested when the peak demand is440
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Figure 5: Input data for the hybrid AC/DC microgrid: (a) PV output power, (b) Solar irradiation and (c) Usual active and
reactive power demand of the building for 24 hours

Figure 6: Control signals of the interlinking converter
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Figure 7: DC bus voltage

less and EV owners are at home. Unlike residential EV charging the commercial EV owners need to charge441

their EVs during day time while they are working in office or for this case in the university campus. So442

the charging period has been taken for this simulation is form 9:30 AM till 5:30 PM, which is usual office443

hours. Results obtained from this simulation for DC bus voltage, AC bus RMS voltage and frequency are444

presented in Fig. 7, 8 and 9 respectively. Both AC and DC bus voltages are measured in per unit (p.u.).445

It can be observed from the figures that the DC and AC bus voltages and system frequency are within446

acceptable limit during the islanded operation when there is no EVs are participating for charging. With447

the introduction of EV charging in each phase, there is a drop in both DC bus voltage and AC bus RMS448

voltage while the frequency is not severely affected due to the droop control mechanism. In order to keep449

the AC and DC bus voltage within acceptable limit three coordination methods have been utilized. These450

methods include, participation of only DC EV-ESS, participation of only 3P EV-ESS and for the worst451

case scenario, simultaneous participation of DC and 3P type EV-ESS operation has been considered. It can452

be observed that only 3P EV-ESS support is not enough to ensure DC bus voltage regulation, though it453

can ensure regulated AC bus RMS voltage. It is evident that simultaneous DC and 3P EV-ESS operation454

(which is referred as aggregated operation) improves both AC and DC bus voltage effectively. However,455

aggregated operation may not be economical for long time operation. Comparative simulation results for456

DC bus voltage, AC bus RMS voltage and frequency considering without EVs, with EVs, only DC EV-ESS457

support, only 3P EV-ESS support and aggregated operation are shown in Fig. 7, 8 and 9 respectively.458

Meanwhile, the state-of-charge (SOC) for charging and discharging EV-ESS considering all these modes are459

shown in Fig. 10 and 11. Active and reactive power profiles for the aggregated operation are shown in Fig.460

12 and 13 to show the effectiveness of the designed droop controller.461

4.3. Case C: Heterogeneous single-phase EV allocation462

Heterogeneous allocation EV-ESS has been considered for this case study. It refers that each phase in463

loaded whimsically as presented in Fig. 14. It should be noted that each single-phase EV chargers has been464

designed to act as active load operation. The active load operation of EV is designed with single-phase465

PLL and corresponding controllers as presented in [45]. It can be observed from the Fig. 15 and 16 that466

even with the unbalanced loading condition the controller effectively regulate DC and AC bus voltages and467

frequency.468
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Figure 8: AC bus RMS voltage (line to neutral)

Figure 9: Frequency
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Figure 10: SOC of the single-phase EV-ESS

Figure 11: SOC of the DC type and 3P type EV-ESS
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Figure 12: Active power profile of the system

Figure 13: Reactive power profile of the system
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Figure 14: Charging power drawn by single-phase EV-ESS: (a) Single-phase power and (b) RMS value of the single -phase
power

Figure 15: Voltage profile: (a) DC bus voltage and (b) AC bus RMS voltage
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Figure 16: Frequency

Figure 17: Grid synchronization mode: (a) DC bus voltage, (b) AC bus RMS voltage and (c) Frequency
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4.4. Case D: Grid synchronization469

Meanwhile, microgrid may need to switch from islanded to grid connected condition during contingency.470

During the switching period from islanded mode to grid connected mode, the designed controller ensures471

smooth operation and synchronization with the main grid. In order to connect from the islanded to grid472

connected mode, the magnitude and the frequency of the AC side PCC voltage has to be in synchronism473

with the grid voltage magnitude and frequency. From the case study results presented in Fig. 17, it can474

be observed that DC bus voltage, AC bus RMS voltage and frequency remain in synchronism even in the475

transition period from islanded to grid connected mode.476

5. Conclusion477

In this paper, a novel coordinated control strategy is proposed which facilitates the V2G capability478

of three-phase and DC type EV charging stations in an islanded commercial hybrid AC/DC microgrid.479

The main objective of the coordinated control is to improve the performance of the microgrid in terms of480

voltage and frequency regulation, active/reactive power management and unbalanced condition. Realistic481

EV availability constraints are considered for the design process. Three concurrently operating and non-482

overlapping layers of coordination has been developed. The first layer manages the DC subgrid of the483

hybrid AC/DC microgrid and ensures stiff DC bus voltage regulation by coordinating DC type EV chargers.484

The second and third layer coordinate three-phase EV charging station that has the V2G four quadrant485

operational capability which are responsible for frequency and AC bus RMS voltage regulation respectively.486

As a single entity, the coordination algorithm is embedded into the microgrid central controller (MGCC)487

which generates necessary active/reactive power command for microgrid local controllers such as interlinking488

and interfacing controllers. The designed controller with proposed algorithm has been tested considering489

PV with fluctuating output and random commercial loads. Based on the comparative simulation results,490

improved voltage regulation and power sharing performance have been observed even with the presence491

of homogeneous and heterogeneous single-phase EV charging. The future vision for this research is to492

integrate the market operation and to investigate the effects of the distributed control approach to reduce493

communication dependency.494
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Appendix A. Simulation parameters498

Table A.2: Simulation parameters for the hybrid AC/DC microgrid

Energy nodes

Solar PV 250 kW
PV BESS 60 kWh
Three-phase BESS 48 kWh

EV-ESS

DC EV-ESS 48 kWh
Three-phase EV-ESS 48 kWh
Single-phase EV-ESS 19.2 kWh

Line parameters

Nominal AC bus RMS voltage (line to neutral) 230 ∼ 240 V
Nominal DC bus voltage 600 ∼ 800 V
Frequency 50 Hz
CDC 100× 10−3F
Rf 2× 10−3Ω
Lf 250× 10−6H
Cf 16.9× 10−3F
Rc 2× 10−3Ω
Lc 500× 10−6H
Damping resistor 20× 10−2Ω

Control parameters

Power controller Voltage controller Current controller DC/DC converter

ωc 31.42 rad/s Kp(V ) 4.1497 Kp(I) 0.7390 KDC
p(V ) 7

V ∗ 340 V Ki(V ) 3.90× 103 Ki(I) 3.17× 104 KDC
i(V ) 800

ω∗ 314.16 rad/s F 0.75 KDC
p(I) 0.3

DP 3.14× 10−5 KDC
i(I) 20

DQ 1.36× 10−4

Kp(P ) 2.5× 10−4

Kd(P ) 3× 10−3
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Appendix B. Testing facility equipment500

Figure B.18: Microrgrid components in N44 building

Table B.3: N44 microgrid testing facility equipment

Identifier Description

A Allocated location for D-STATCOM
B 10 kW SMA inverter
C DC marshalling, micro-inverter and DC/DC converter enclosure
D 2 kW SMA Inverter
E 160 A distribution board
F 1.5 kW SMA inverter
G 3-phase monitoring enclosure
H 3-phase monitoring and protection unit
I Red-lion communication adapter
J Single-phase monitoring enclosure
K Data connection point with SMA Webbox
L DC bus
M AC bus
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Figure B.19: Rooftop PV installation on N44 building

Table B.4: Installed solar PV specification

Identifier Description

A 10 kW peak SunPower E20 series solar panels in 6 strings of 5 panels
B 2 kW peak SunPower E20 series solar panels
C 2 kW peak SunPower E20 series solar panels
D 1.5 kW peak Kyocera modules in series configuration
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